Migration Research Seminars – Spring Term 2009

Week 2: 21st January – **Dallal Stevens**, Warwick School of Law, University of Warwick
‘Asylum and the right to health: legal, medical and ethical considerations’

Week 3: 28th January – **Mike Collyer**, SCMR and Department of Geography
‘You can’t get there from here: irregular migration, assisted return and the failure of the asylum project’

Week 4: 4th February – **John Eade**, CRONEM, University of Roehampton.

Week 5: 11th February – **Debbie Phillips**, Department of Geography, University of Leeds
‘Claiming Spaces: Negotiating Housing Welfare and Neighbourliness in Areas of New Migration in Britain’

Week 6: 18th February – **Andrea Rossi**, Visiting Fellow DRC and Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University.
‘The impact of migration on children’

Week 7: 25th February – **Catherine Locke**, Development Studies, University of East Anglia

Week 8: 4th March – **Allan Williams**, Working Lives Research Institute, London Metropolitan University
‘International migration, knowledge transfer and innovation: migrant entrepreneurs in the London hospitality sector’

Week 9: 11th March – **Lena Nare**, SCMR, University of Sussex
Managing Households, Making Homes - Domestic work migration to Naples

Week 10: 18th March – **Thomas Faist**, Department of Sociology, University of Bielefeld
‘The New ‘Social Question’ and Transnational Social Security’

All Seminars: 17.00-18.30 in C233
All Welcome